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Abstract 

 

 The near field wireless communication functionality known as Bluetooth is 

loaded as standard on tablets like iPad. Using this near field wireless 

communication functionality enables two tablets to connect together directly, thus 

supporting communication between people who just happen to meet up unplanned 

in that location. This study concerns the development of a collaborative 

handwriting application that uses a collaborative work support format utilizing 

near field wireless communication on tablets, known as ad hoc collaborative work 

support that enables the joint creation of a handwritten object.  
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1. Introduction 

 

 With the development in mobile devices in recent years, high-functionality 

portable terminals, such as tablets, have become commonplace. Using this near 

field wireless communication functionality, tablets can communicate directly and 

be used with each other, thus supporting informal, unplanned communication [1] 

[2] between people who just happened to meet in that location. In this study, we 

used near field wireless communication on tablets. The collaborative work 

support format is referred to as ad hoc collaborative work support.  

 Table 1 is a table comparing the traditional CSCW (Computer Supported 

Cooperative Work) and ad hoc collaborative work support. From Table 1, we can 

see that the main features of previous collaborative work support collaborative 

work [3] [4] [5] [6] are that it is conducted in a planned manner, and as the 

participants exist in separate locations, communication occurs via the network in 

an indirect way. 

 The main features of the ad hoc collaborative work support method, on the other 

hand, are that as participants gather in a certain place and start collaborative work, 

the collaborative work occurs in an incidental way. Further, it can be said that 

conversation between the participants occurs in a direct manner.  

 

Table 1. comparing the previsious CSCW and ad hoc Collaborative work 

 
 
 

Compare item CSCW Collaboration work for 
adhoc

Form of Collaboration 
work

Plan Intentionally Unforeseen

Communicate for a 
participant

Indirect Direct

Transmit  for work 
subject

Transmission delay
(messaging) 

Transmission  realtime
(instantly read or write)

Management for a participant and place System management Participant Management
for myself 

Composition system Participants PC or Network terminal Tablet

Management server Available None

Communication Network (Internet) Near field communication
(Bluetooth)

System architecture Centralized control 
system

Autonomous control 
system
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 From these characteristics, we can say that as there are differences between the 

previous CSCW and ad hoc collaborative work support, the previous format 

cannot be adapted. With this study, we develop a collaborative handwriting 

application where a handwritten object can be jointly created by the users 

gathering in that location. 

 

2. Scenarios and Functionality 

 

 While performing this development, we created scenarios based on user actions, 

in order to clarify how users use tablets and perform collaborative work. There 

were 5 scenarios as follows.  

 

 Participants bringing tablets voluntarily gather together and perform 

collaborative work 

 The participants engage in face-to-face direct communication 

 

 

Figure 1. Participation voluntarily gather, engage direct communication 

 

 There is no management server and tablets communicate autonomously 

with Peer to Peer communication 

 The lines drawn on the tablets are reflected immediately on the other 

terminals 
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Figure 2. The lines drawn on the tablets are reflected immediately on the other 

terminals 

 

 A place and participants in that place are managed by the participants 

themselves 

 

Table 2. List the Function  

 

 

Table 2 shows lists the functions learned to be necessary as the results of 

analysing the 5 scenarios. The 5 functions among these that are necessary to  

Function name explanation

Stroke Object Function A Stroke Object management.

Stroke Object Creation Stroke Object Creation,  a finger trace on 
screen.

Stroke Object Drawing Stroke Object Drawing for screen.

Stroke Object Transmission Transmission of a Stroke Object for other 
tablets.

Stroke Object Editing Delete, Editing(rotation, enlargement etc..) 
Function.

Place Management Participation , leave,  make automatically , 
and delete automatically , for place.

Conservation and Restoration 
Function

Conservation , and Restoration  for a joint 
object.
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perform collaborative work using handwriting are the stroke object function, 

stroke object creation, stroke object drawing and stroke object transmission. In 

this paper, we demonstrate the method of realizing these 5 functions.  

 

3. Implementation 

 

a. Implementation of Realizing the Stroke Object Function 

 A Stroke object refers to a single stroke line drawn by a user touching the 

screen until they release his/her finger. A Stroke object consists of a single color 

and a thickness. The stroke object function is a function for saving the stroke 

object created by the user within the memory of the tablet.  

 Figure 3 is a diagram showing the stroke object function. The stroke object 

function involves 3 functions. With the memory initialization function, when 

initialized in tablet memory, the line color and line thickness are saved to memory. 

The coordinate addition function is a function for adding coordinates that continue 

the stroke object recorded within memory. With the coordinate access function, in 

addition to the function for referencing the stroke object coordinates recorded in 

memory, through the provisions of three functions, it can save the stroke function 

to memory within the tablet or read from the memory.  

 

 

Figure 3. Functions for a stroke object 
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Multiple stroke objects are recorded in the memory within the tablet. When 

referencing and adding the coordinates for multiple existing stroke objects, it is 

necessary to select one stroke object from among the multiple existing stroke 

objects. For this reason, it is necessary to add an ID with a unique value for each 

stroke object, known as a stroke ID. By specifying the stroke ID, it is possible to 

add coordinates or reference coordinates for the selected stroke object.  

 

 

Figure 4. Stroke ID 

 

b. Implementation of the Stroke Object Creation 

 Stroke Object Creation is a function that adds the coordinates for the stroke 

object and creating the stroke object in memory, when the user performs an 

operation with their finger using the stroke object function. The user performs 

touch operations when they touch the screen with their finger, drag operations 

when they move their touching finger and release operations when they release 

their touching finger. When these operations take place, an interrupt is generated 

within the tablet and the locational coordinates of the finger on the screen can be 

captured. When this interrupt process occurs, certain functions are used as the 

stroke object function. In the case of a touch operation, memory initialization is 

used. Further, when drag or release are performed, the coordinate addition 

function is used. This enables the stroke object to be created within memory.  

 

c.  Implementation of the Stroke Object Drawing 

 When making successive drawings on the screen, this can be realized using the 

drawing process.   

Problem : don‘t understand that  which these 
Stroke Object add coordinates .

Solution : add Stroke ID to a Stroke Object.

memory

StrokeObject

x y color width

StrokeObject

x y color width

StrokeObject

x y color width

StrokeObject

x y color width

memory

StrokeObject

x y color width

StrokeObject

x y color width

StrokeObject

x y color width

StrokeObject

x y color width

Stroke ID : 1
Stroke ID : 2

Stroke ID : 3
Stroke ID : 4
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 When making successive drawings, there is the problem of how to draw smooth 

lines (figure 5). In this study, in order to resolve this problem, the drawing of the 

line from the tip coordinates to the previous coordinates is stored, and by drawing 

from the tip to the previous coordinates and the coordinates previous to that, it is 

possible to draw a smooth line.  

 

 

Figure 5. Drawing a smooth curve 

 
 

 Further, calculation of the curved line from the coordinates added for the stroke 

object uses a B-Spline curve show bellow. The B-Spline curve has the 

characteristic that part of the whole curve can be obtained and is suited for 

creating successive drawings in this way. In this study, we use 3D B-Spline curves, 

with 4 point coordinates to calculate the lines.  

 

P(t) = ∑ 𝑁(𝑡 − 𝑗)

2

𝑗=−1

  (−1 ≤ t ≤ 0) 

 

N(a) =  

{
 
 

 
 
(3|𝑎|3 − 6|𝑎|2 + 4)

6
 (−1 < 𝑎 < 1)

−
(|𝑎| − 2)3

6
               (−2 < 𝑎 < 2)

0                                (𝑎 ≤ −2, 𝑎 ≤ 2)

 

 

Figure 6 shows the flow for drawing the stroke object. As shown in the figure, 

when an operation is performed by a user, an interrupt ios is generated and by  

Proglem :  Unknown next coordinate, 

So that  don’t  calculate a smooth curve.

previously 
drawing

add coordinate

add next 
coordinate

add coordinate

previously 
drawing

Solution : Drawing on Once timing late.
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adding coordinates, the coordinates are added into memory. Next, the successive 

drawing is executed. Successive drawing takes place through repetition of this 

flow.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Method of Realizing the Stroke Object Drawing 
 
 

d. Stroke Object Transmission 
 

 Figure 7 is a diagram showing the stroke object transmission function. The 

stroke object is transmitted when an interruption is generated. With this 

interruption, in addition to the coordinates being added and successive drawing 

executed, the coordinates are transmitted to the other tablet with which 

communication is taking place. On the receiving terminal side, the coordinate 

addition function is used and the received coordinates are added to the stroke 

object, and drawn on the screen. By processing the stroke object on each terminal 

in this way, it is possible to draw simultaneously to the screen.  
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Figure 7. Transmission of Stroke Objects 

 

 However, there causes one problem here. This is the problem that when the 

stroke ID attached to the stroke object is different on each terminal, the 

coordinates may be added to a different stroke object. In order to resolve this 

problem, in this study the stroke ID is set to the same value. We have 

implemented the stroke ID determination function.  

 
e.  the Stroke ID Determination Function 

 Figure 8 shows a diagram of the stroke ID determination function. The stroke 

ID determination function is implemented using an algorithm applying a 2-phase 

commit. In the figure, A is trying to create a stroke object. A first performs ① 

and ②. Next, B and C, based on the content of ② sent by A, perform ③, and in 

④, returns the result to A. Next, where A is sent an OK from all members, it 

performs ⑥, and if even one NO is returned, ⑥’ is performed to determine the 

stroke ID.  
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Figure 8. Algorithm for the Stroke ID Determination Function 

 

 

 

4. Software Development 

 

 In order to verify whether the method of 5. is correct, we developed an 

application based on this method of realization. The application development was 

aimed at the iPad 2, Objective-C was used as the development language, and the 

functions when using for OpenGL for drawing to the screen is implemented using 

the GKSession class within iOS. The stroke object function is realized by 

developing a standard handwriting class that becomes the standard handwriting 

class on the tablet.  

 
 
 
 
 

A CB

②lock = 1

commit :  lock = 0
rollback :  lock = 0 & strokeid_max - 1

①：Change to state lock , Variable lock Assignment 1.
②：Send “send_id_max” to members in the session. 
③： Transmission content for ④ decide, that  processing along the Figure.
④: Transmission Content  decided in ③.
⑤：When all user come receive “OK” , at ⑥ transmission “commit” 

When even one user receive “NG”, or don’t receive in time, 
Practice ⑥’ after transmission “rollback” to the user that transmission “OK”.

⑥:Transmission content decided in ⑤.
⑥’ :again Pursue with ① after wait time 0.1s ~ 0.5s and variable lock Assignment 0. 
⑦: Pursue commit or rollback.

④

strokeid_max : total number of Stroke Object.
Send_id_max : strokeid_max add 1.
lock :   Variable indicating the lock. 

Don’t Lock in the case of  0. Lock in the case of 1.

⑤

②send_id_max

③

⑥

⑦

Variable

if ( stroke_id_max + 1 == send_id_max && lock 
== 0 ){

stroke_id_max += 1
Lock = 1
Send “OK” at ④

}else {
Send “NG” at ④

}

⑥’
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Figure 9.  Development result for iPad 

 
5. Summary 

 

In this study, we propose a collaborative handwriting application as an example of 

ad hoc collaborative work support, and by extracting functions using these 

scenarios, we have developed an application based on the implementation format, 

and verified that the implementation format is appropriate. This kind of 

application is, as far as we know, new and not currently seen elsewhere. 
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